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NEW QUESTION: 1
You are proposing HPE Synergy to support a VMware vSphere
environment, in which clusters of ESXi hosts provide high
availability for workloads such as a web farm, an inventory
server, and a database.
Is this a recommended design principle for this use case?
Use Tunneled node VLANs for the connections on which ESXi nodes
carry production traffic.
A. Yes
B. No
Answer: B

NEW QUESTION: 2

A company wants to integrate LDAP with the WebGUI server. The
system administrator, with the assistance of theirLDAP admin,
have configured the system to a point where they can view
groups in Manage Groups and users inManage Users. They have
assigned ncw* roles to the groups, however, the LDAP users and
groups are notsynchronized to the ObjectServer.
Which two WebGUI files do they need to check to
troubleshootthis problem? (Choose two.)
A. dci-security.properties
B. Idap.props
C. wimconfig.xml
D. server.init
E. fileRegistry.xml
Answer: A,D

NEW QUESTION: 3
Pre-migration planning from a DB2 V8 for z/OS system to DB2 9
for z/OS system requires two sub-system tasks to be performed
or the migration process for DB2 9 you start will be terminated
immediately. Which pre-migration task must be performed?
A. sizing and REORG of the DB2 catalog
B. DB2 V8 fall-back SPE and V8 subsystem startup
C. migration jobs for the DB2 catalog and directory
D. DB2 DSNZPARM changes and a reassemble
Answer: B
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